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PEBBLING NUMBERS OF GRAPH PRODUCTS

Ju Young Kim* and Sung Sook Kim**

ABSTRACT. Let G be a connected graph. A pebbling move on a 
graph G is taking two pebbles off one vertex and placing one of them 
on an adjacent vertex. The pebbling number of a connected graph 
G, /(G), is the least n such that any distribution of n pebbles on 
the vertices of G allows one pebble to be moved to any specified, but 
arbitrary vertex by a sequence of pebbling moves. In this paper, the 
pebbling numbers of the lexicographic products of some graphs are 
computed.

1. Introduction
Pebbling in graphs was first considered by Chungfl]. Consider a 

connected graph with a fixed number of pebbles distributed on its 
vertices. We define a pebbling move as the process of removing two 
pebbles from one vertex and placing one pebble on an adjacent vertex. 
We say that we can pebble to a vertex r, the target vertex, if we 
can apply pebbling moves repeatedly so that it is possible to reach a 
configuration with at least one pebble at v. We define the pebbling 
number of a vertex r in a graph G, denoted /(G, r), to be the smallest 
integer m which guarantees that any starting pebble configuration 
with m pebbles allows pebbling to v. We define the pebbling number 
of G, denoted f(G) as the maximum of /(G," over all vertices v.

A graph G is called demonic if f(G) is equal to the number of its 
vertices. So far, very little is known regarding /(G)(See [1] -[6]). If 
one pebble is placed on each vertex other than the vertex r, then no
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pebble can be moved to v. Also, if w is at distance d from v, and 2d — 1 

pebbles are placed on w, then no pebble can be moved to v. So it is 
clear [1] that J(G) > max{\V(G)\,2D}, where |V(G)| is the number 

of vertices of G and D is the diameter of the graph G. Furthermore, 
we know that Kn and K$其 are demonic when <s > 1 and t > l(See [1] 
and [2]), where Kn is the complete graph on n vertices, and K$其 is 
the complete bipartite graph such that two partition sets have s and 
t vertices respectively. But /(Pn) = 2n~1 (See [1]), i,e.? the graph Pn 
is not demonic when n > 2, where Pn is the path on n vertices. Given 

a pebbling of G , a transmitting subgraph of G is path ⑦⑦監• • • z房 
such that there are at least two pebbles on and at least one pebble 
on each of the other vertices in the path, except possibly In this 
case, we can transmit a pebble from to Xk-

In this paper, we study the pebbling number of the lexicographic 
product of some graphs. Throughout this paper, G will denote a 
simple connected graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). For 
any vertex v of a graph G, p(r) will refer to the number of pebbles on 

v.

2. Lexicographic Product
We now define the lexicographic product of two graphs, and discuss 

some results on the pebbling number of such graphs.
Definition ： If G = (VG,EG) and H = (Vh.Eh) are two g호aphs, 
the lexicographic product of G and H is the graph G*H, whose vertex 

set is the Cartesian product.

Vg*h = Vg x 矿日={(*,g) : x e Vo,y G Vh}

and whose edge are given by

Eg*h = {((吗 y), (*',矿))：either (的 x) G EG and y 丰矿，

or x = xf and (饥矿)E Eh}
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If the vertices of G are labelled by Xi^ then for any distribution of 
pebbles on G * 乩 we write pi for the total number of pebbles on 
{xi} x 乩 虫 for the total number of vertices of {3膈} x H with pebbles.

THEOREM 1. Let P3 be the path with vertices , X2 and in 
order and let H be any graph with vertices yi,... yn(n > 4). Then 

f (尸3 * H) < 3六H)

Proof. Suppose there are 3/(7?) pebbles assigned to the vertices of 
P3*H.

First, suppose that the target vertex is (rci,t/j), for some z, where 
i € {1,..., n}. If 认"织) > 1 or pi > /(H), then we are done. 
Therefore, we may assume that p(xi^yi) = 0 and pi < Then

P2 + P3 N 2f(H) + 1. We consider the following two cases.

Case 1. p2 > f(H) + 1.

(1.1) . If p(x2^yj) > 1 for some j 尹 z, then two pebbles can be moved 
to (xmjj) because we keep one pebble on (x財gj) and move one more 
pebble to (花為切)by using the remaining f(H) pebbles on {①2} x H. 
Since 贝)and “⑵为)are adjacent in P3 * we can take two 
pebbles from (勺)疗)and move one pebble to (%2’g顶).

(1.2) . 为) = 0 for all顶 尹 " 난］Lenp(*2,/) = 但2. So ［号］ pebbles
can be moved from (x2,yi) to (叼，算),where (弟,沱)G Eh- Moreover 
［号］ > ［迅罗브〉］ > 2. Thus one pebble can be moved to (⑦顼死) from 

(S 皿)•

Case 2. p2 < /(H).
In this case, p3 > f(H) + 1.
Consider the following two possibilities.
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(2.1) . If P2 = 1, then p3 > 2f(H).

(2.1.1) . If q3 = 1, then ［零］pebbles can be moved to {x2} x H from
{x3} x H. Since ［号］> {x2} x H comes to at least f(H) + 1
pebbles. Thus one pebble can be moved to (中,勿)as in the case 1.

(2.1.2) . If > 2, then there exists some vertex (f*) with more 
than one pebbles. Let (以灿)be another vertex with pebbles. Keep 
two pebbles on (啲,你).Then we can put two pebbles on (①3・>gj) by 

using (p3 — 2) pebbles on {⑦3} x H because 所 一 2 > 2/(H) — 2 > 
f(H) + 1. Also we can move one pebble from (⑦幻件)to (x2,ys), 

where s + i,j. Then {(*3,巧)，(⑦华為)，31,/)} forms a transmitting 
subgraph of G * H. So we are done.

(2.2) . If2<p2 < /(H), then p3 > 2/(H) + 1 - f (H) -/(H) + 1. By

using P2 pebbles on {⑦2} X H)we can put one pebble on some vertex 
(X2 雨)such that j + i. Since p3 > + 1, we can put two pebbles
on some vertex (j：3, ys), where s 尹顶.So {(*3"/s),(⑦2)巧勿)} 

forms a transmitting subgraph of G H. Thus we are done.
Next, the target vertex is (叼，贝))for some i. If P2 > then we 
can pebble (*2, %) because {叼}>< His isomorphic to H. If p2 <

then pi + j>3 > 2/(JT) + 1. So one of them is larger than /(H). 

W.L.O.G, we may assume that pi > /(H) + 1. Then we can move 

one pebble from {*1} X H to (①私 贝)as in easel.
Finally, if the target vertex is (^3,then we can prove it in the 

same way as when the target vertex is (⑦狄 贝). □

Lemma 1. Let H be any graph with \V(H)\ > 4.

Then/(K1?n * H) <(n +1)/(7?)

Proof, Suppose that (n + l)/(7f) pebbles are assigned to the ve흐-
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tices of * H. Label the vertices of K、* by x± .. .xn such that 
the degree of xq is n.

First, the target vertex is (①o)g) with y 6 V(H). If p(xQ^y) > 1 or 
Pq > /(JI), then we a흐。done. Thus we may assume that ，) = ° 
and po < f(H). So 二】Pi > nf(H) + 1 and pi > f(H) + 1, for some 
i E {1,..・ n}. Thus as case 1 in the proof of the theorem 1, we can 
pebble (瓦,g)

Second, the target vertex is y), for some i G {1,... n}. If 
p(xi〉y) > 1 or pi > /(H), then we are done. Thus we may assume 

that p(xi^y) = 0 and pi < f(H). Then po + Pi +---- 卜 Pi-i + Pi+i +
-----bPn > nf(H) + 1. If po > + 1, then we can pebble as 
case 1 in the proof of the theorem 1.
If po < f(H))then we consider the following two possibilities.

(1) If there exists unique j G {1,... z —l,i + l,... n} with pj > 六H) + l
then Pi + po + Pj > By theorem 1, we can pebble g).

(2) If there exist s and t such that <s,f € {1,... z — 1, z + 1,... n} with
ps > f(H) + 1 and pt > f(H) + 1, then we can pebble some vertex 
(%,矿)，g 尹 矿 by using pt pebbles on {xt} x H. By using ps 
pebbles on {z%} X H)we can move one more pebble on (xq, yf) 
from {吗} x H. Hence we can pebble(£") from 矿). □

In the case of \V(H)\ < 4, we have the following results which 
we can prove easily. Let gn be the number of unlabelled connected 
graphs with n vertices. Then gi = 1, g? = 1 and 93 = 2 by corollary 
5.4 in [2]. So H is one of the following graphs R切 R and C3 when

FACT. Let C3 be cycle with three vertices. Then

(1) /(F3*C3)<3/(C3)
(2) 六六R)，血z = l,2,3

(3) 六%) < 3+1)六。3)
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(4) f(K顷 * Pi) <(n + 1)/(P2),如 z = 1,2,3

By Lemma 1 and the above Fact, we have the following Theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let H be any graph
* H) M (n + l)f(H)

COROLLARY 1. Label the vertices of K\,n as rro, ^i,... such 
that the degree of xq is n. Consider * H. Jf po + Pi + • • • • + 
Pi-\ + Pi-bi + •…+Pn > nf(H) + 1 for each i G {1,... n}, then we can 
pebble any vertex (x讣 g) of * H.

COROLLARY 2. If H is demonic, then P3 * H is also demonic.

3. Pebbling G * H with diameter(G) = 2.
In this section, we show that the pebbling number of G * H with 

diameter (G) = 2 is not larger than
DEFINITION : A tree is a connected acyclic graph. Let G and H 

be graphs. If V(H) = V(G),E(H) G E(G), and H is a tree, then H 
is called a spanning tree of G. A vertex with degree one in a tree is 
called a leaf.

THEOREM 3. Let G be a graph with diameter(G) = 2. Then

Proof. Suppose that there are /(G)/(H) pebbles assigned to the 
vertices of G * H and diameter (G) = 2. Let n = |V(G)| and label 
V(G) as the following. Let the target vertex of G * H be (xi, y), 
a；2, • • • be the vertices of G which are adjacent to , and ⑦에,a序 
be the vertices of G which are not adjacent to . So the distance of x\ 
and Xi(2 < i < s) is one and the distance of and Xj(s + l<j<n) 
is 2. If y) > 1 or pi > then we are done. Therefore 
we may assume that p(xi, y) = 0 and pi < We consider the
following two possibilities (1) and (2).
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(1) If there exists some Xi{2 < z < «s) with pi > /(H) + 1, then we can 
pebble as case 1 in the proof of theorem 1.

(2) pi < for all i G {2,.. .s}. Consider some spanning tree T of 
G such that is the root of T and {吗+“ ... xn} is the set of all 
leaves of T. For each z, j G {2,... s}> let the subtree Ti of T consist 
of Xi and some leaves of T such that V(Tj) Q V(Ty) = 0 if / 尹顶 

히id |J：=2 卩(幻) = V(G) — {⑦i}. Thus 1 + 窝=시，(幻)I = n. Let 
^xtev(Ti)Pt = rii. Then pi + m = f(G、)f(H、). There exists 
io E {2,... 5} such that ni0 > |V(Ti0)|/(H) + 1. Indeed, if m < 
v(幻)顷 H) for all ZG{2,... s}, then /(G)/(H)=刀 + m < 
/W + EU V(幻)顷丑) = (1 + /=시卩⑵)|)六H) = This 
is a contradiction. Hence we can pebble by corollary 1. □
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